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NOTE : How This pocumont int7n

Basically this document ,-- a collection of working

papers written to fill specific needs of teachers starting to

think about and write perf r-- -e objectives. Some of these

sections were developed at one or more scnunacs and discussions

on Cho imp lemo Lion of a process to improve classroom

instruction. It was felt that the front linos of education arc

to bQ f -10 in the classroom and not in the curriculum guide:8;

similarly, the place to tcst out new idcs in education is not

in a psych logical laboratory but in the classroom in fr :t of

real and often unpredietzlble students. Similarly, the desired

objective of all this work was not the discovery of a method or

of a perfectly formulated objective; what was sought was a process

of introduci objectives into the classroom in a format which

could benefit from the experLenees of hundreds of teachers trying

to make their instruction more relev It.

It Was not felt that educational progress meant an immediate

or drastic change in the way things were to be done. Innovations that

become progress have equiet way of gradually inserting themselves into

the classrooms of teachers who arc not satisfied with their past



successes. Teachers like this have empirica discoverr.d the.-

own indivicual way of testing out tentative clearly defnod

approactes to deal with cfrinsroom objectives : this applies both

to objectives that can be pre-planned w :a prccis'ion and to

objectives that seem to emerge with serendipity. Soctexy necq,

both kinds of goals : it cannot afford to have "creat _7e spoilers"

or "imiU thi I

rs.n

Re-rend 11; each of the folle' r'eet: as make ei

and clearer that-certain values were alic.ost unconsciously smuggled

into the text. To avoid an misrei esentatio

them for eonsidelatioa :

here arc a few of

Not all Leachers write their elfAsstoorn goals; this does
not neon that those tenchers bav,-2 not thou:Alt about
instructional objec

Sometimes the opponents of performnee objectives have
more
all

insiOit into what is rcally wanted as a result of
discussion and writin& of ourso obleetives.

This is especially apparent when it comes to the writing
of objectives for oven one course. If everything to be
taught had to he written out, the paperwork would be
impossible to manage.

o Seen in this perspec ive, writing performance objectives
really means writing the most important anticipated
outcomes of learning.

o In practice, this means selocti , from the work
others and writing a few objc7ctives to meet the
needs of both individual students and of in_ividual
teachers in a particular local situation.

Since it seems obvious that many teachers ,ase their
classroom performance upon how they were taught, it
would seem that, if any system of performance objectives
is to succeed, it must be based upon the shared
experiences and objectives of many teachers teaching
the same or similar courses.
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Not surprisi nly, the more one loaves the realm of
elementary nd puchomntor objectives, the more difficult
it becomes Co pre-specify educational goals. This does
not mean that a {!,oal whi.ch can't be precisely spelled
out must be excluded from the curriculum.

It is to be expected that: many teachers will st3ri.
writing performance goals of a very poor quality
when considered from Lhe vie.v:points of relevance
and specMeity. These goals are not to be rejected
by a school; they should bc cleccpted And improved
in an atmosphere which encournges collea u cci thoration.

Literature on behvioral and performnnce objectives
is quite well written and convthcing. However, when
it Comer to actual impleentotion, the prnceris of
clearly specifyThg objectives is onc, that can lend
to a number of c-)to!;scs thzit ,Lart interfere with the
main joh of a teacher.

Thus, it nusf; be recalled tht th0 main
tcachor is mahin:g -, that his stUdents
leatoin mLi;cL hoe he does it, a Leilchur
is teeehing when his students are learning.

If such thins as the writing or choosing of goals
or objectives interferes with this teaching-learning
process, then writing and choosing must be subordinsted
to the primary objective of increasing learning.

The following pages were written to share with you an

approach that has bec,.n f- 'Lad help.. 1 in getting teachers to start

clarifying their classoom objectives in such a vay that they can

share their classroom discoveries with other teachers. It is hoped

that reading it will help

experience with others.

share your classroom objectives; and
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DEFJNITID What is a _Perforn nce Objective

Ono of the key eon2c for gri%nted in the followini;

pcncs is tIia of "performonce objec iv& or beh.vior I objective."

This concept is often associ -A with such things as criter5

refeienced objectives, built-in evaluation, 'erminal student

pevformance, and performance-oriented objectives. For the purpose

of this discusion, alL _f these terms are assumcd to he practically

syno ymous even though each emphasizes a different aspect.

A perfornwncc objective is defined as a -tatement of an

educational goal or objective in such a way as to clearly answer

three questions about the teaching-learning-evaluation process :

o Exactly what will the successful student
be expected to do?

o What materials and what procedures constiute
an integral part of this student performance?

o How will one know when the student
is performing this goal successfully?



Dof' 11 :7 n

Performance objectives tall the student
or trainee what it is that he or she will be
expected to do when he is evaluated, the
conditions under which he will have to
perform, and the level, c.,.:tent, or cjua.L ity
of performance expected.

To moet the standards herein spelled out
such nn objective mnst be written in
language that is clearly understandable by
students, trainees, and the general public.
Straightforward I::n:,iac1 better than
scholarly and obscure terminology as a
vehic:e with which Lo write obj-ctives .

A well-writ m performance objective
should do three thnga :

1st o it _uld clearly indicate
what it is that a student ho
has mastered the objective
will do or 2Jorm.

2nd o It should say under what
conditions the student will
be expected to do this.

It should say to what extent
or degree of excellence the
student will demnnstrate his
ability to perform.

The mere at; of writing objectives will
:ause most: teachers to coma to grips with
Ilat they are trying to do in the classroom.
:his is a positive step towards relevant
.nstruction. It also will give rise to an
mpottant question in making instruction
lore effective, "What materials and what
)roeedures will best help the studer,t attain
dpjectives commonly agreed upon as relevant?"

This document will center on writing
lbjectives and on working them into an
.ntegratA system. However, it must always
)e kept in mind that writing is the means
:0 other goals, e.g. the development of
coals meaningful both co student and to
leachers and the evaluation of methodology
.n order to improve instruction, to name
inly two examples.

The JPi ti_i 1 flehind Perfo_manee Obieetive,

Performance object:1 , are statements
which describe what successful students will
be capable of doing at the conclusion of a
particular learning unit.

Properly written performance
objectives leave no doubt as
to what is e:,:pected of the
trainee at the end of
instruction.

These objectives do not rry
to dictate to the tenchor
the methods to follow or the
classroom procedures to
employ in his teaching.

flawever, they do eliminate
haziness about what is to hc
accomplished.

There is nothing new or extraordinary
here. L'pel:ionced teachers have been doin
this even though they have not always put
it down on paper. Nh:iting goals encourages
feedback from other teachers. Wirl one
starts exchangint, professional ideas with
colleagues, suggestions nnd improvements
start to emerge in an atmosphere of
enthusiasm. The following sectIons which
spell out exactly whst is meant by
performance, conditions, and extent are
intended to help teachers get started
expressing, writing, and choosing their
objectives.

Comnonents of a Well-W iya_e

A well-written p rformance objective
should spell out three things:

o the porfot anco expected (an
observable activity demonstrable
by the learner)

o the conditions wherein the stud-nt
will have an opportunity to
demonstrate the newly acquired
behavior or performance

the extent or degree of the expected
student performance which will serve
as the evaluative criteria to assess
the anticipated performance.



lit_ L.-

Performance con be equated with doing.

If performance is to be measured
be observable.

In other words, a statement of
rmanee must specify an activity
-an be observed directly.

;uch verbs as "know, coalprohend, and
;Land" specify activities Chat con
ie inferred or seen indirectly. An
ivo is more clearly written when
more visible and more observable
are used:

A teacher who says he wants his
students co "understand" carburetors
Ls less clear than o teacher who
mtlitS his troinces to he able to
'clean" a carburetor.

the teacher who says
le wants his students to learn
low to "subtl et" two dip,it numbers
s more frank in the s,!AMQ circumstances
han the teacher who claims for his
oal "a deeper understanding" of
athematics.

ither of these lost two objectives
tlessly written; the conditions and
:Irn: of the desired scudent behavior
spelled out, to name only two
sources of improvement.

flowever,
Igo from an abstract verb tO a more
verb has improved the visibility

;rvability of the intended
Aonal objective.

is much cosier to recognize a
udent that can "read" voltmeters
an a student who "understands"
asuring instruments.

student who can "re-wire"
fective mo or is more observable
an a student who can "comprehend"
principles of electric motors.

1 the word "know" will have a
: meaning to a teacher who relics
lory" questions and to a teacher
s upon "brainstorming"

techniques.
pful to the student if these
es are spelled out.

What is 7-lonnt by ''flerci i I i our e

Conditions refer to the circumstances
in which the student is expected to perform,

Every situation will have its owngiven restrictions which can roni from
such obvious things as "paper and pencil"
and "common tools" which 'Iced not alwaysbe stated to more complex measurement
questions such as:

Will this be an open or a closed
book examination?

Must the student work strictly
from mcmovy for formulas and data
or will he be allowed to use
reference tables?

When the student identifies the
resistors will ho work from memory
or with a color guide?

Each of these ond similar questions
about conditons are important since
change in the details of performance i$
ofton drroctly associnted with a different
type of cognitive functioning.

What Ts Int by "Ext,ent"?

E tent refers to how well the student
expected to perform.

This can be expressed ; number of

o minimum standards

o maximum number of permissible errors

o specification of time standards

O tole ance

o definition of correct or successful

expected percentage of SUCCeZ;3

minimal number

degree of excellence

In other words this is an attempt tomake as specific as possible the evaluative
criteria that will be used to assess the
performance.



An Analysis_
Do -=

DISPLAY
cfol-mance Conditionr; ang 1-,tent,

-rcssin Objectives in Terms ni S tdent Perform_ c

Some school curriculum guides use words such as "understand,

appreciate, know" to express their objectives.

Prom the point of view of behavioral objectives, the difficulty

with these verbs s tha- the performance is not directly ob- .7vable.

These verbs do not tell what tho student or trainee is supposed to

be able to do as n result of this knnw1edie.

Conditions Specify the Exact CilcumEtances Under Which
the Perfortonnee Is to 'Coke Noce-

Obviously, each set of circumst.t,ncos that one might: develop will

make iLs on specific demands upon'the lenr er who attempts to eccotipi ish

the objective.

The idea is not_ to end up with several hundred specifications for

every objcctiv in each socti n of a course. The idea is to start

specifying clearly the pa of conditions under which the student will

be evaluated. Once this approach otters a toacher's lesson plans, he

will inevitably make his teaching both more concrete and more interesting

because of its practical and operational orientation.

Extent - - An Evaluative Me,sure of 7 Performance

Some of the more obvious approaches are time limits, error counts,

percentage correct, minimum number, or accuracy. The emphasis is on

the degree of excellence to be demonstrated by the student rather than

on how the trainee acquired the ability to perform the skill.

I 0



FEEDBACK Translating This Definition

into a System That Permits

Teachers to Look over the Shoulders

of One An t

Writing objectives in concrete and clear language

has been going on for a long time in occupational and vocational

education. There has n-ver been any shortage of paperwork

documentation in this

Too much effort is required to turn out good performance

objectives if they are si ply going to sit around on a library

lf somewhere. What is proposed here is a method whereby

teachers can find out what is being taught in classes similar to

to their own. In this way, they will be able to improve their

classroom instruction through awareness of what others are doing.

This is the heart of any f2edback system.



)biectives Evolve Once 'Jhev Are Wr'Aen

ivera

stion arises, "flow does the
coacher with many time-consuming

'ions develop his objectives?"

The following section is not meant
:o give a theoretical model of how to
levelop performance objectives in the
Ernmework of a feedback system. It is
neant to tell the story of six, teachers
lp tried to develop a course in nuto
nechanics. The idea came to them in
:he course of a one day training session
in how to write performance objectives,
qost of their feedback was accomplished
'y exchanging photocopies of their
)bjectives with each other through the
nail. These six teachers did not make
Ase of computeried classification and

feedback systems. nowever, the same
principles npply to thoir primitive
::ollaboration as would apply to more
sophisticated computerized systems
mentioned in later section.

What These Teachcirs Wanted to lia.ppen

It would be hard to pinpoi t the
exact motivation of each teacher. A

look at their comments might give some
idea of what they wanted:

"I want to find out how other
teachers break this course down
into instructional blocks."

"I want to find out what te_chers
in a similar type community and
school situation are doing."

"I am not satisfied with my oun
programs and I want to find out
what others have found to work."

In a few brief words, each of these
teachers was looking for feedback. The

idea of writing objectives was simply
a means to get there. The format of
performance objectives adds the dimension
of percision to this necessary teamwork.

-12-

Step Onc--The To1,1y

Thc! fi- t thilv these teachers did
was LO exeha ",information about course
titles and m jor subdivisions. This
soon made it obvious that local situation
was a little bit different: each teacher
took individual approaches to the same
eour

In order to find common
each teacher roto down the major blocks
that mapped out the work from September
to June. For west teachers, this

about ton to fifteen major
subdivisions within his course.

Aft this as done, it became
evident that there wore major terminology
variations. A little bit of e:cplarrttion
made it clear that there was about sixLy
per cent common,,!lity in what was taught
by each teacher. Commonality meant that
several teachers had similar names and
similar content for Choir blocks. The

other course objectives wore addressed
to local needs and were not always
covered by a maiority of the six.

It was inteiesting to ilote that
each teacher had his own particular way
of breaking down the subject matter:

Teacher A relied upon task
anaiyis and job requirements.

Teacher B tended to have a large
number of separate blocks which
were centered around each part of

the engine and transmission.

o Teacher C seemed to think in terms
of marketable skills.

Teacher D thought in terms of
job families and related skills.

Teacher E felt that StUdentS
should be exposed to theory first
and machinery later on.

Teacher F didn't give too much
thought to course sequence since
he preferred to rely on typical
production demands as cars came
in to be repaired.



_qLaa of Local -Needs

The techcrs found out that one way
rigid programs failed to meet varying
Local conditions was by attempting to
;et up the same curriculum blocks for
all schools and by ignoring the necessary
adaptations to meet: varying local
dequirements.

At first, three or four of the
:eachers thought it would be a good idea
:o have all students uxposed to exactly
the same instructional goals and nothing
21se. They thought this would give a
;ound statiaLica] basis to their work.
qhen the topie of individuali'LaLion came
ip, such a monolithic approach was seen

o be humanistically um:orkable.

Up to this time, local decision
uaking.had been on a very perfunctory
level. It usually consisted of a number
Df gimmicks in order to got the largest
ludget possible. When seen from the
viewpoint of six different schools, it
Dften happened that large amounts of
noney were spent separately by each
school to develoP identical or at
least very similar programs. This was
aoth time-consuming and very expensive;
its result was needless duplication for
those objectives which were taught by
several schools. The same work was
:Ione over and over again without being
shared with other schools.

The teachers came up with a
solution. IL was a decision to share
2ommon course goals. Goals not common
to several schools would not be abandoned
or overlooked. The unique adaptations
iqould be based upon educational ben-fits
as the criterion rather than merely
cost-accounting.

If a goal or an objective WaS found
necessary to meet local needs, its
expensive development price tag would
not be considered the reason to postpone
its implementation. The economics made
in exchang!ng common core objectives
between similar programs would free local
funds to focus on meeting local needs.

Step Three--Writina the Objectivs

Once the course h.d been broken down
into blocks, it was found helpful to ask
this question. "What are the two or three
most important objectives of this particular
block of instruction?" rather than "Have
all the possible objectives for this
particular block been listed?"

The reasons for this are obvi s:

Concentrating on a few objectives
enabled the teacher to stress
educational values rather than
paperwork.

Teachers would then be able to
think in terms of the big picture
rather than in day-by-day or
minute-by-minute miniaturi,zed
ideas.

Feedback will almost be certain
to occur. When one teacher saw
only ono or two principal
objectives of another teacher,
ha began to notice that he
himself had chosen an'Aher
aspect as more important.
Since the other teacher wns
also experienced, he began to
ask himself quite seriously
who hod made the better choice.

Rather than worry about doing
all this writing himself, the
typical teacher found out that
he was able to share his
ideas and to borrow those of
others.

The emphasis was on selecting
the most effective objectives,
no matter who had written them.
This placed each teacher in the
right frame of mind to begin
improving his own performance.

One of the difficulties of the
modern communications gap is
having too much information. A
hundred objectives would have
been too much for these six
teachers to handle at one time.
Two or three objectives every two
weeks from each teacher was found
to be quite manageable.



Sten Four - Rouncl (Mice re Around
His is a process that requires Lho ability
D 0:v2 and take. Sometimes, the teacher
efended his own objectives; other times,
n acknowledged that kis colleague had
eally done a better job.

Teacher A wrote, "Given a [nal.funcLioning
valve, the student will be able to
repair it in five minutes or less. IT

Teacher B wrote,

"CONDITIONS: Given an automobile,
reference manual, fender covers,
tachometer, and screldriver,

PEREOMAANCE: The trainee will adjust
the idle to factory specificnti ns
and normalize thn engine,

EXTENT: Within± 23 RPM and demon
all safety rules."

eacher C wrote, "1,1y .-2nts wifl bc
able to got a part-time job
Saturdays after 5ohonl earning
about $2.00 an hour after three
menthc of istra(-,Lion: they should
be able to earn about $3.50 an
hour after another three months
for n B grade. Those who make
re or less will get A's or C's."

tin-

Teacher D wrote, "Once the student has
demonstrated the ability to do n

grease job, he must be able to give
snappy service which impresses the
customer with his promptness, speed,
accuracy, and interest in doing a
good job."

Teacher E wrote, "Every student is to be
able to tell, in terms of physics or
mechanics, exactly why he turns a
screw or makes an adjustment. It is
not enough to merely do the right
repair; the student must always be
able to think and to tell why; this
proves he has thought."

Teacher F wrote, "The student must realize
that after every repair job, the car
must be cleaned and givea the
appearance of being fresh off the 141
assembly line even if thip moans
washing it after an oil change."

-14-

jç Flve - The Intel. ution - Without
realiing it, each teacher had some insighL
and some blind spots. In the exchange of
bjectives via the U.S. Mail, (Inch Leacher

came to acknowledgo 8 bit more of his
expertise and also his limits Each had
something to teach, hut also milling to

learn from the others.

To _her A - 91jality and Time.
_

Teacher A jumped on the objectives of
teachers C, D, and E for lacking any
conception of quality and time.

He did admit that his objectives
needed more life to make them more
interestitT to the life style and
hazy career goals of his students.

Foacher II - Fermat and Analysis_

Teacher D was congrctolated by the
group for having devised a format which
emphasb;ed the three ossentini ele:Ilents
of a properly Written objective. In
general, most ef the six teachers
approved of Lie cmplicity and clarity
introduced by hi appre.ach.

Further study of his objectives
revealed a few errors that could be
easily corrocted by proper editing

;

"to factory specifications" siw
be in the EXTENT and not in the
PERFORMANCE section

"and normalize the engi " should
be a separate objective and not
tied on to the adjustment of the
idle.

This 1 _st suggestion was-not accepted by
all. Some felt it should be an integral part
of the idle adjustment while others felt that
for learning purposes, the two should be
separate.

As the objective was further analyzed,
some felt that safety rules were common to al
operations and should be made into separate
objectives that could provide the introductor:
classes in all eCennnrinti!ll



acner C Relatienshin het_
Shill and incoe

Education,

It was quite obvious that teacher C
t have much trouble motivating

students and trainees. Ha himself
ied to oversilimlify his approach which
Deed quite a bit of emphasis on getting
job employing the skills learned.

The source of stud nt motivation
3 not so much money as the growing
sight teacher C d(!velopod in hts
:Flouts that school can improve
ills. Their own practical lork
periouce showed th(2m that skills
Ilhined with kac:Jede of on-the-
portunities can help a person
vance up a career ladder.

In retrospect, ceachcr C did admit
at he cietui?ily used other ha:::cs for

s -Irades and report cards thn n'todent
laries. fie also felt that ia this
ea he had been helped by the frea

change of objective criteria now
stly Available from the other teachers

acher D - Affectivr

Most of the other teachers had taken

titudes for granted. It had been assumed

at the student would naturally pick up

ese necessary components of successful
nctioning in n job.

Teacher D did admit that he needed

jectives in the cognitive and psycho-
tor domains. Until now he had never
a readily available source of them.

ther than have to write all of them
mself, he was quite happy to profit
om the work of the group.

Similarly, the group was quite
terested in the various w ys he had
cumulated a vast array of practical
ys to instill punctuality, cooperative

rk habits, teamwork, safety conscious-
ss, acceptable appearance, honesty,
ustworthincss, care of tools and
uipment, compatability with fellow
rkers and supervisors, responsibili
dustrious ess, and record-keeping.

57,

Ten h Cop;ne Domain

Most of the otheL teachers wece
impressed hy the vast scientific
background of E. Fc had built up a
collection of worknbic: slides and
models which the other tuachcArs
wanted to borrow to use in their
explanation of the scientific
prineiplcs underlying the everyday
auto ropair skills.

One university end one publishing
company approached E and asked him to
set up a common core for all occupcticm 1
students in physics and to write an
illustrated text_ stressing skill and
understanding.

Te..-her F--Cutombr Satisfaction, Joh
Families, and_ on-thot-job Training

The ex lanation made by F that
students really need little more from
a course in auto mechanics than the
ability to learn on the job was not
accepted at all.

However, his concept of job
families was seen as an inevitable
outcome of the fact that most humans
do want a bit of change after polishing
a skill to the point that it can become
merely a dull routine from which
repetition has removed its first glamor.



CAREER GOA7 : A Self-I

Individual

Choice

That Usually Tal,:e Time

It is almost a ceml,nplacc udents educated in

-icular career often find employment in an e Lively different

career. This has ) d to two 'approaches to bridge this gap between

training and entr- job. One approach ie to stress car er families

and clusters. The other tries to stress self-initiated ctivities

and goals for students within the existing occupational programs.

There is much to be said for teacher-imposed object ves in

skill areas. There is much to be said for self-initiated activities

to motivate students to learn up to their full emotional and human

potent al. Career goals are often clarified in an atmosphere which

equally emphasizes personal choice and skill acquisition. Any

system of performance objee ives must take account of objectives

that originate from students as well as from teachers.

le



CareCi o)als

Career Education tries to stress the
:lignity of worlz and the digniCy of the
individual. The dignity of ork implies
that: any job can be done in a manner which
dill make the worker worthy or respect
and consideration as a humnn being; such
a perspective does not condemn any job
is being inherently degrading; it tries
:o stress the necessity of the.worker
:o strive after quality performance
ind to stress the necessity of the
nilployer to provide humane working
onditions.

An, Tmportent Distinction develops when
)11_ considers the dignity of the individual.
.1ch individual can di:ferentiate between
:ha curriculum he was Laught and the curr-
,culum hc learned. Sometimes, the two
!ere almost identical as in the case where
.1-w learner accepted most teacher goals;

the two nre quite different as in
he case where the learner chose his own
areer goals or wont beyond those proposed
y his school teachers.

The Job Markct and the Occunational
nrrien_l_lun do not always speak the same
anguage. Sometimes, it is a difference
f terminology; e.g. a two year program in
uto mechanics may mean one thing to a
chool and quite another to a prospective
mployer of the school's graduntes. There
an be differences in units of measurement;
score of 92% in an engine theory exam
Des not always mean that the successful
tudent is able to change a spark plug
toperly; similarly, failure in a school
Kam does not always correlate with failure
a an entry level job. There can be
Liferences in technology; the situation
lerein the on-the-job typewriters are
anual whereas the school teaches only
electric machines is just as bad as

le reverse situation wherein students
:ained on manual typewriters must spend
period of adjustment getting used to
Lectric machines.

The Model Proposed is quite simple:
both the school and the job market can

lecify student goals in terms of what he
m do, then both will be speaking the
me language. 17
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The Diw,nsions Involv-0 in this model
cover a number ol continuums which are oftc:I
perceived as dichotomies;

o student-initiated and teacher-
initiated classroom goals

o local nd national norms

o explor tory and structured programs

goals achievable in the library and
goals achievable through travel

on-the -j b and theoretical training

volunteer and milita y service and
its relation to campus life

correspondence study and classroom
instruction

Trvim-, to Do All Thts demands a
si plc and uncomplicated ,system that: can
be understood and adopted by busy classroom
teachers. hero are some of the elements:

local curr'.culum decisions; What
do we want to teach? Why?

local course structures how will
we do this? When? For how long?

feedback among groups of teachers:
What arc they doing elsewhere?

determination of local goal styles:
Are our needs the same as elsewhere?

development of evaluation instrument
How will we know we have succeeded?

external validation of effectiveness
Are our graduates d ing well?

realignment of local program goals:
What do we have to change to improve

development of more relevant career
options: Where do we need updating?

The following pages spell out these
problems and the options available when
teachers try to find out what others are
doing in the same course to make their
instruct on ore relevant and effective.



7 lclucatior

Career education cnr mean a nuer of
thiwir,s. It can h anythinF, from a fow
brief minutes of vocational guidance to
a three year curriculum. This has been
done in a number of ways to reduce the
paradwc which. seems Lo sum up the
unemployment problem (workers without jobs)
and the mismatchint; problem (jobs without
workers).

Ono of the puzzles about car er
edu.ation arises from another fact: many
graduates find careers and personal

, satisfaction in jobs for v:hich they were
not formally prepared. Semotimes, this
happens in their second or third job;
this ean be eNplained by e%perience
convincing them that their first choice
vas wrong. Sometimes, thin happens in
their first Joh; mrlyhe, the job market.
did not have any othQr Eeither
explanation is entirely adec -ate.

An Imortant

There is another way tr, look at this
apparent mismatch. When one says that a
graduate finds a job in a career area
outside of that in which he ns trained,
one is saying, "The graduate wan trained
in toneher-impcs.cd goals for a certain
career; after school was over, he took
a career he chose in different areas."

Rather than debate the relative m_rits
of the above two explanations of flexible
choice and high demand, there are other
possibilities. It might be asked whether
there'is a correlation between career choice
and those skills learned by students through
self-initiated choices while in occupational
and vocational programs. In every career
program, there are a number of objectives
that are selected and implemented by the
teacher; these teacher-initiated goals
are those which are recorded in the student
academic record. In every career program,
there arc other goals which have been
freely chosen and implemented by the
students; these are self-initiated goals
which play an important part in career

18
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choice even tikougli they never do appear
in the typical student record. It
might be interesting to have a way to
integrate both self-initiated and teach
imposed Roals into the academ:Lo credent
of individual students.

It is not hard to find current
research which points out the low
correlation between career programs
studied in school and later career
choices. If a distinction were made
between self-initiated and teacher-
imposed goals, perhaps it would be
possible to find a hiil;er correlation
between what was learned in career
education and subsquent: ellployment.
It might be found that there is a very
high correlation between self-initiated
goals in career education and the appli-
cation of these life skills in a specif:
career.

Looknp for ci Way to

Units of mcasurAlient are always
important. There are times where a
ya.i:dstick is accurate enough, and there
are times when a micrometer if3 not. Yue
depends upon the availability of data or
the uses to which it must bc put.

In a society which does not have a
large number of highly specialized entry
lcvci jobs, it might be enough to be "a
high school gaduate and ready to learn.
In a situation where the tasks to perfor
demand a certain amount of specializatio
it might be enough to be "a graduate fro
a one or two year program in auto mechan
As one goes higher up the ladder of
specialization, it becomes more and more
imperative to have specific marketable
skills along,with general life skills.

One of the more general life skills
necessary for success is the ability to
learn. Another one is the ability to
choose goals for oneself. Another is th,
ability to compete and succeed while sti'
maintai ing a team spirit.



Entering the ob market can be
m)arcd to a life skill sitnation wherein
person (the applicant) has to convince

)ther person (the employer) that the
)licant has something (a specific skill
the ability to learn quickly and
aciently) dlat the employer wants.

Tho employer wan s to use the skill
ability of the employee; the employer

not want to use or abuse the employee.
.s demands that the employee give the
,ression that he will be happy to
iction on the job. Sometimes, this
quite easy as in the case of the
licant who has had a similar job; all
employee has to demenstrate is that

will fit into the new career.

Without trying to be philosophical,
can 1,0. ;,(2.vanced that of a skill or a
is som2thin- a person can do while

areer is something a person wants to
over a reasonably long period of time.
erson will take a job Lo make money,
have security, or merely to kill
a. A person will choose a career
ause something inldo Lim tells him
her that here is a chnee to =,,rejw

develop in a personally satisfying
A career is a choice.

Iliustrative Examule

TWO students walk in fOr a job as
auto mechanic. They both have high
pol dciplomas, They both are graduates
11 the same two year prograiti in auto
lanics. There aro a number of things
t can influence the selection of one
:he other.

If the person to do the hiring is
led and impressed mainly by academic
lentials, he will chodse Greg over
)k because Greg received a straight B
Le Frank received a straight C in auto
lanics. If the teachers of Greg and
ik graded their students on theoretical
iledge, this could lead to complications
:he entry level work is mainly on the
a of specific skills to be done over
over again.

If the person to do Lhe hiring iero
intorsted strictly in the test scores of
applicants, he would choc::e either Greg
or Frank according to their scores on
his favorite testing; instrument. Since
many of those eaminations aro really
disguised general ability estimators,
often function quite adequately since Li
can pinpoint people capable of learning
on the job. If the job does not have too
much rapid advancement potential built
into it or if tho applicant has a very
high score, it is possible to have the
majority of jobs goin to over-qualified
applicants who will not stay too long on
the job either because of batter oppor-
tunities elsehere or because of
discontentment fro...a a lack of challenge
and pert,unal satisfaction.

If the )orson to do the hiring were
interested in what tho opplicant can do
and wants to do, he would have to find
out much of this information for himself.
Higi: school transcripts and examination
scores do not provide too much information
to anf;wer this question. At the present
time, not many schools provide much
information to answer this quostion.
Few if nny schools provide academie
credentials which spell out in clear
and precise terms exactly what a
student can do. They specify bow
much time he spent in certain class-
rooms nnd under which teachers he
studied, In many cases, this does
not correlate too highly with perfor-
mance on the job.

Many a graduate of a technical pro2:ram
is denied the chance to deveicip on-the-job
experience because he has no previous
employment experience to convince a
prospective employer that he con do a
certain job well. This type of situation
can leave the applicant desperate enough
to accept anything that turns up. This
approach is not a good basis for a career
choice; serendipity is nice but it should
not be relied upon as a steady diet.

Business, labor, and schools have
tried to cooperate for a number of years.
The difficulty lies in the unit of
measurement and in terminology.



Fermiol_o:-v and Units of Measureme__

Business speaks in terms of jols, job
-descripL:ions, thJngs to do, products to
make, procedures to follow, and cost-
consciousness.

Labor speaks in terms of careers,
personal satisfaction, human rights, the
dignity of all kinds of work, job security
and adequate compensation.

Schools speak in terms
'grades, academie st a1nrd,
prerequis i ties , ndalee,

of courses,
credit hours,
and curricula,

Upon first glance, it is obvious that
each of these three sectors has becn
presented in a very limited perspective
since there is more common terminology
than that listed above. Hoever, this
e)zample is presented to point up the
possible difficulties that can arise hen
the school says that Greg and Frank are
graduates of a program ln auto mechanics
and the business world says thnt there is
no differs:non in thtr sec-cess r,n the job
when comnared to 'fom and Bill who had no
auto mechanics training whatsoever.

Another difficulty arises fiom the
way in which jobs are announced. The
employer nurounces that he wants an auto
mechanic with throe years experience.
Taken literally, this
make much tmpact on a
mechanics progrnm who
the employer reasonab
experienced applicant

want-ad will not
graduate of an auto
could do e-vcrything
y expects of an

A Common I!Rguage.

At the present time, computerized job
banks are being organized around the
country. They list job requests from a
number of Sources in an attempt to bring
together the needs of the business world.
Since these jobs are listed by job title,
one should exist a rough approximation
between job titles and educational
career programs.
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There Is a way to make this

correlation between job demand and
educational output more cract. it is
to answer a very simple question that
often goes unasked, "V:hat exactly is
noeded for this entry level job?' The
easy way to answer this question is a
general 3.cply such as "a college graduate"
or "a high school i:,raduate" or "a graduate
of a two-year program in auto mechanics"
or "someone who scores high enough on
the qualifyin exam," or "an auto mechc.nic
with three years of successful experience."
In its own way, each of these auswc,rs is
too general. Each foils to pinpoint
exactly what skills or ability to perform

essential to the position iu question,are

If teachers could beTin to list their
course objectives in performance or
behavioral ohjectve terms, if employers
could start talking of jobs in terms of
tass to bc performed, and if these two
listings could be col-related and inter-
related, then thinwi could open up;
students would find themselves in walch
more autonomous sit:nations, educators
would be able to plan .lecording to a
more reliable awareness of the world
of work, and Lhe entracits Into the
world of v:ork would find tne transition
from school to career much smoother,

This would permit the listing of
job titles by specific abilities to do
certain things. If it were deemed
necessary, the examinations could be
developed that would verify the attain-
ment of certain objectives by prospective
employees. Rather than rely upon Lenetal
terms sue!, f! 'auto mochnic" or "auto
mechanic graduate," a list of titles
correlated with achieved objectives could
be developed which tell clearly what the
person can do.

Career education could then take
another shape. Rather than specify that
person must spend a certain amount of time
studying a certain subject, it could
articulate a system whereby a person waS
judged on his ability to perform or to render
a certain desired services no matter how or
where he learned,them. Such objectives would
be measured by performance tests which are
quite different from general aptitude tests.
The gains score of a performance test has
a different focus than that provided by
distribution of a general aptitude scale.



174aDILhIg_ Pre_grpm Dimensipns

The discussion so far has centered
on the possible results from shifting from
teacher-initiated goals to soli-initiated
goals coming from the expressed interests
of students.

)ated Student Coals; At the
present time, there seems to be a very
low correlation between oceupational
programs studi.ed formally nnd later career

. choices. A stress upon student-initiated
goals instead of the traditional teacher-
imposed goals would suggest that there is
a higher correlation between career choice
and what a studeet decides to learn for
himself than there is betecn career
choice and goals chosen by teachers.

Lest this seem to over-,J.mplify Cho
sitteltion, it would be appropriate to
list a few other dimensions that could aid
the average student to a realistic career
choice. This listing does not intend to
be all inclusive since many ether variables
ceeld be added to it. At the same time, it
must be recognized that there do exist
students who do bettor with Leacher-imposed
goals than with self-initiated activities
for the very simple reason that some
students have never been taught how to
think or decide for themselves. The type
of program that it is hoped will evolve
from this discussion is one v/hich will be
applicable to a wide spectrum of students;
it is not the goal of this approach to
develop a system that will work only if
for the most independent third of the
typical high school or two year college
class.

Local Vs. Natfonal Exams: In the typical
classroom, there will be students who have
no intention or idea of going outside the
local community for work. Next to these
students will be others who have dreamed
of and planned for nothing else.

If only local exams were used, then
the student in need of national standards
would be left unprepared for the type of
job he will find outside his hometown.
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If all students are made to prepare
for the national exams, then it could
easily he expected that a student who
could function perfectly well in a local
setting would unnecessarily bo exposed to
a testing situation that could become as
traumatic as it is needless.

Exaleratety Vs. Structured Onrriculem:
Some students need a strong Leacher who is
able to direct them to pvedetermined goals
which arc not always intrinsically inter-
esting to a young and uninformed student.
Other students need an equally strong
teacher who can get them motivated on
a number of areas about-which the typical
nident couldn't care less.

In essence, the exploratory curriculum
is one which llows the student to "mess
around" until he comes up with an interest
that can be correlated to future gsals,
Sometimes, these goals are directly tied
to career; at other tin.es, they ere more
directly linked to interests and curiosity.

In this domain, two needs seem to
recur. Teachets who hove spent a good
deal of time parceling out knowledge in
.rnderstandable doses often need to learn
a few simple ways to loosen up their
lesson plans to leave room for mechanical
curiosity and for intellectual curiosity.
Teachers who have stressed the open
classroom are always in need of new and
exciting ways to structure and reshape
experien e into communicable understanding.

Library Vs Travel: There are students
who learn a lot through travel almost
without realizing how much they have
picked up. There are other students
who need books and libraries to make
similar discoveries. Many students
learn both ways; something must be
done to provide a systematic way of
keeping tabs on what is learned and
how to measure it.

The phenomenon of learning is much
more important than where and when it
occurred.



School Vs. Corrcpoideiice Conres; For
a variety of reasons, u.g. physical
handicaps, difficulty of travel, sge,
or personality variables, there are
students who learn better at home than
in the typical classroom. It seems
that, from the point of vie of educa-
tional gaols, it is more important to
be concerned with what is learned than to
be concerned with where a thing is
learned. The same ma%im applies to
school away from homo.

Here it becomes obvious that a
on-resident degree program has many
possibilities for th,t, student who is
exposed to more than the msilman for
his contact wi.th tllo world of education.
Correspondence would be one means, but
in th2 world of T,V, and other media,
it should not be limited only to first-
class mail, Mere is plenty of room
for tapes, records, filmstrips, cassettes
photos, films, nnd other media,

Volunteer Sn,.vice an '4 ' Servise
Vs, Colleoe: Gneo it is arued Lhat a
college niplotr,a is not the en/v wsy to
enter the job market in a responsible
and respectful way, tho door is open to
a wide variety of effective T-ays to
learn. The world of volunteer work
allows a student with a humanitarian
bent and few specific skills to start
doing something that will stimulate
him or her to ask the following
important career question: "What do
want to do with my life?" Such a

question answered on a short-term and
eventaully on a long-term basis before
post-secondary formal schooling will
go a long way to rotivate the individual
to think out a career plan based upon a
firsthand e>:perience of his abilities
and attitudes in real life situations.

Rather than develop a dichotomy of
Job V-8. College, it might be bettor to
apply the dichotomy of "Post-Secondary
Education Immediately after High School"
Vs."Post-Secondary Education _after a
Job or Comparable Experience." Perhaps
a year or two of non-schooling will all

N-

the high school graduate to mature a bit
before making the decision to go on to
college.
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Theoroticni Vq. On-tho-Joh Trrinqn
There aro students who find languao;o
instruction absolutely essential before
they.try to go to a foreign count
functIon in the foreign langunge. There
are other students who prefer to spend Ft

few weeks in the foreign country piekinc4
up the foreign lannuage by ear until they
feel ready to study it form.ally.

Who is to sny which approach is
better? What might: work for one person
won't always work for another?

The same thing would seem to hold
true for theoretical and on-the-job
training. The requirements of each
person will vary aecordeg to individhal
needs, abilities, interests, and previous
experiences.

Overview

Having loohed at these dimansions,
it seems obviou5 that any educational
system, that hopec to meat the ncedo of
tye typicol Studeni: must be ready to
respond to a variety of typir7.al stud

Some will Joaril batter in self-
initiated and self-chosen goals;
other will work bettor under th',1
hand of a competent and directive
teacher who will deciee what is
to be learned and when.

o Some will be discouraged by nationaL
exams while they will be enthused
about learning what is necessary
to get a job downtown; others will
not work up to capacity or up to
their dreams unless they have the
challenge of a nationAl exam
driving them on.

Some students need to mess around
to get in the right frame of mind
to learn; others need to have their
career itinerary clearly spelled
out for them each step of the way.

o Some students will learn more from
travel duriag summer vacation than
they did all year long; others need
to read everything they learn.



Some students will learn quite
bit studying on the dining room
table and never going to school;
others need to get away from home
to really "hit the books."

o Some need a fey years to decompress
after hich school before going on
to post-secendary instruction;
others will never make- the effort
if they don't go immediately
after high school graduation.

Some need to learn the theory
before the applications; others
can never make sense out of the
theory until they see it in
practice.

Izyin,, to Do 1'1 This

Such a brief presLI -:;tion has pointed
up the difficulty of keepils2; any educational
system simple and uncomplicated, nowcver,
there is still one fincl Ostecie; unless
any educational system is both uncomplicated
and sensible, it will never he adopted by
teachers or by students,

This paper proposes that much of the
work in education can be simplified and
rendered sensible or relevant by stressing
objectives. Much has been written
recently about the need to specify in
performance or behavioral terms ell goals
or objectives to be attained in a course.
There arc many advantages to this approach.
However, there is too much paperwork to
leave enough time to change teaching and
learning. There is a definite need for
a method of improving classroom instruction
and learning without having to take a

course in creative objective writing.

Here is a suggested approach which
Can be carried out on a large scale
without unnecessary complications.

§tp One

The Local J1-t Process
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In each local educat 5 cnn] agency,
teachers will get tozather and decide
what are the most important goals of each
program and of each course. The first few
meetings will probably result in long
lists of highly specific objectives. Noro
time and discussion will probably conce
trate these into a half do:,:en or vore
highly refined goals for csch course.

It is presumed that these course
objectives will represent both national,
state, and local needs. ln 0800f; where
each teacher of different sections of the
same course has diflerant goals that cannot
be united up in a sum:vary goal, each goal
could be considered for the feedback systr,m,

StrictUrinr COurtle fer FeedhLI-

After each teacher has Ptcsented
his or her goals, the goals are entered
into tho feedhclek systom. An oNanlpie
may help visuali%e whet happens here.

Teacher A chooses goals I, 2,
and 4 for his course.

Teacher B chooses goals 2,
and 7 for his cours

Teacher C chooses goals 1,
and 9 for his course.

Teacher D chooses goals 2, 10,
11, and 12 for his course.

Teacher E chooses goals 7 and
12 for his course.

As can be assumed for purposes of
discussion, tho goals here arc presented
'in terms of code numbers only. This is
done to stress the functioning of the
feedback s.ystem rather than the content of
each goal. Obviously, goal 2 chosen by
teachers A, B, C, and D is the most fre-
quently taught goal for this course. Thi,
type of information would always be valuable

both to those who teach goal 2 and to those
who do nOt teaei it.



Stop ThriJo

Feedback _14anipula'ions

The data submitted to the feedback
system tells A number of things:

For e:,:ample, teacher A has the
following curriculum in terms of
performance goals:

Goal 1
Goal 2
Goal 3
Goal 4

Simil,rly, Leacher A has
curriculum for the same course:

Goal 2
Goal 4
Goal 5
Goal 6
Goal 7

The system is based upon the assuripti
that each goal number i2 mutually exclusiv
Further study of goals 6 and 7 may reveal
that they are nothing more than-a breakdown
of what is in one school is called goal 1.
On the other hand, it may be found that the
circumstances and the appoaches used to
determine the criteria for these goals
make them pragmatically dichotomous from
each other.

Using "X" to identify teachers with
a particular goal, this material can be
graphically summarized:

TEACHER A------B------C-----D---- -TOTAL

Goal
1--- X -

4----X-
5---
6-
7

8-- --

-x- 2
4

- AY.

2

-X--- 3

10
11---
12

X L 1

-x--- 1

-X - -X 2
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There are a number of details that
can be learned from comparing goals and
type of schools.

For example it might be found that
teachers A. B, C, and D who tench goal 2
ore in rural communities. It mi,E;ht be

found that goal 8 which is taught by
teachers C, D, and B is used mainly -with
potential dropouts, it might bo
found that. goal 6 which is taught only
be teacher B iQ for arena in which
there is high unemployment. it might
be found that goal 11 which is tauht
only by teacher D is for areas in
which there is only moderate unemployment

even a scaricity of certain job titles.

These aro only a few of the possible
conclusions to be available once schools
find a way of com:nunicating their
principal goals to ono another.

Step Four

De ormi:ni.ng Oblective Cha-_netcr=f.sti-

The types of questions ashed above
will determine the analysis needed at
this levol. This will include such
characteristics as are needed to ans
the following and other questions:

Which objective is most f equently
taught in this particular course?

What is the ranked order of
frequency for objectives taught
in this c-urse?

o in large cities
e in average cities
o in small cities
o in BOCES
o in large schools
e in average size schools
o in small schools
o in public schools
e in private schools
o for school of type

"X," ny," or "v."



IJith hat type of student has
this objective been most.
successful?

What special circumst,nces
promote or hinder the attni lent
of this objective

Which teacher characteristics
foster or hinder this goal?

There are many other chnractertfeticf-4
that could be e:ctracted from this feedback
data once objectives aro compared and
cross-referenced.

tel Five

Ealuetion Tn:;tru, ts

Once the objectives have been
codified and cros-reerenced, the
example heroin , _Led gives the foil-, 11,1

tally count:

Coal
Number of
Teachers

Nulrher of
Students

2 4 105

8 3 89

1 2 57
4 2 59
7 2 84

12 2 61

3 1 15
5 1 4
6 1 17
9 1 20

10 1 23
11 1 14

In the format herein explained, the
addition of student enrollment data would
not require more than the addition of two
or three digits to each course goal code.
It has a number of advantages in deter-
mining which objectives ought to be given
most attention when developing evaluation
items. 25
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information above,
it is most likely that goals 2, 8, 1,

7, and 12 would be used to construct
sn.Aple test items with a variety of
item Iorau; The remaining other
objectives would not be netaected, but
time given to them would be in propor-
tion to the number of schools, teachers,
and students usini:, the couree seals .

If there were instances of only one
teacher and a half-dozen students
pursuing a particular goal, the goal
would not be omitted; however, it mi ht
be deed more prc,ctical to have the
teacher concerned himself construct the
test itells to measure his goal. This
inforrnation would he then avaiirlble to
othor teachers who in turn might find
that this goal originally chosen by
only one teacher was indeed worthy of
a wider use. Thio is how progress is
Sorletim5 mde. Once such a need has
been recognized, Inc,ro attentiOn would
be given to it irt proportion to the
added emphasis given to it by the
best judges for course objectives.

Real f Local rurams

are a numbel of ways to get
local teachers to change classroom goals;
force, pressure, funding, prerequisites,
certification requirements, direct
constraint, and many others have all
been tried with a wide variety cf
reactions.

The idea envisioned in this feedback
system is quite simple: a teacher is a
professional; a professional makes
judgments based upon his specialized
knowledge and the best facts available
The feedback available through this
proposed system will give the teache
information heretofore unavailable for
course content decisions. It is hoped
that such action will be on a professional
level and without any constraints except
those posed by the competence and insights
of the teacher concerned.



_,Step_ Seven

Correlation with Gra ate_ Careers

There arc a number of questions th-t
n be asked about the career pntterns

of successful and unsuccessful graduates.

What job skills arc graduates of
a particular prcTram using on the
job one year after graudation?

Are these skills related to the
goals of occuptional progrms
studied in school?

o Arc these skills relted to
objectives students learne& on
their own initini:.ive either
inside or outf,.ide their regular
school programs?

How well does on-tbe-j b :ItiCeot-;P
correlate with SuCCeS8 in school
-eupation:A prc.Trams?

o Where does attainment of sche,
occupational goals increase
on-the-job success?

Where do on-the-job requirements
not correlate with school
program requirements?

The answei _ to these and similar
questions can have a significant hearing
on the inTrovement of career programs. In
their own way, these questions answer the
more fundamental inquiry:

Are our occupational programs
relevant to student and to
job requirements?

o Which a pects of our pros
ed to be up-dated?

o What specific _ anges are
possible in our particular
circumstances?

These questions are not always easy
to answer. They type of feedback provided_
by the proposed feedback system is intendod
to provide SO:12 of the necessary data sources
to answer these questions.

Devaiuycnt of CaroL )ptions
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An o qmination of many occupational
programs reveal several facts:

Any student who is able to choose
his career early in life will find
much valuable preparation in the
typical occupational program.

Any student who develops in school
the ability to learn on the job
is sometimes more succesful in
a particular occupation than
gradur:tos of a complete pLcgraiii
in thn Same area.

o Any student who develops a livelY
interest in a particular careor
or skill nrea is often able to
learn quite a bit on his own oven
without enrolling in a particular
formai program.

This in the way many proEyrams ore
orpnind. Similarly, many oceupatlonal
teachers are aware thc:t there are other
students whose neeck are not being met.
These are the students who are not certain
about their future; seme don't oven seem
to care. These are the students who are
not too successfOl in any area of school;
sometimes, it's motivation; sometimes, it
ability.

There aro teachers and programs that
have broken through these barriers. Many
of these programs could work elsewhere
if they were disseminated in a forwaL
specifying three things:

What these programs do

o What these programs cet students
to do occupationally

o Now the _ programs arc evaluated

There is the type of feedback desired
by the system herein proposed. Many teacher&
could inprove their classror)m performance
if they know what other teachers were doing
to r-ake instruction more relevant in the
same course.



AWAREMM: The Poihlo Advaltes and Imolicatipps

of This fy.lif!ms Approach Coordinaqng_

Machina

o Evaluation, .kind

Feedback

Once a school starts thinking about performance objectivc

one of the first quetions it asks "What benefits will our school

receive from all of this eNtra effort

Once a school stauts ieaking speeifin plans about wr)ting

pnrformance objectIves, it begins asking another question, "What will

happen to all of the work we have put into the project?"

There ore many answers to these qucstioits. Thn foll wing

pages are intended to give some idea of the dimen ions that begin to

,emerge whenever a school starts thinking in terms of a systems approach

to class instruction. A systems approach simply means going beyond

piecemeal decision making.

It must be remembered that each local educational agency will

have its own individual adaptations. This listing i- only indicative

of what to expect in the typical case.
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pcciiiccni of Course Content

Writi-_ a curriculum in perf Ce

Ajective terms is not an easy taslz, This

Is a job that takes much Lime and effort.
Ilere, are a few of the benefits th-t could
result: from this extra effort.

Schools could identify their course
cciitciit by spcteific behavioral objectives
instead of by vague general descriptors.
Much of the traditional fuF.ziness in course
description would be removed if this
approach were used.

Both teachers and students would hive
a clearer idca of exactly what is epected
of each other. Employers you:A have
better guides as to exactly what would he
meant by such things as A high school
graduate. Rather than speciryin four
years of attendance, a diploma and
transcript would indicate the ability
to perform certain activities.

A typical result: Course titles
co la convc,y ikofe content information.
Stenography I might be renamed Non-Legal
Stenography; Stenography might be renamed
_gal Stenography if the goals attempted

justified such a change.

Moro Relevant Instructional Cools,

Rele- ance is a word with many
different connotations. Basically,
relevant instruction is instruction that
has some significance or moaning for
students, teachers, and society.
Irrelevant instruction is just the
opposite; it has lost its meaning or
importance.

IL is an educational truism that
instructional procedures which were once
relevant can become irrelevant with the
passing of time. It's not so much that
the instraction has changed; the times
have changed and left it behind.
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A typical instance: Broad general
educational goals are so vague that it
is often possible for those gonls to
remain officially unchanged even in the
midst of dramatic classroom changes. The

reaon is simple: these goals are often
so imprecise that it is difficult Lo know
specifically what they envision for
student emplementation; goals are often
so ambiguous that diametrically opposed_
student performances con be included
under the same umbrell .

Stating a goal in performnce terms
mcans that the anticiNIced student
performance is unambiguously stated.
Thus, when a different student performance
or accomplishment is desired, the goal
must be reformulatcd accordingly to
reflect this change of aim.

Revision cni Updating pi _Cu_rricula

Some schools feel it is easier to
ves trict changes in their curricula to
a half-dozen clearly defined performance
objectives that need updt:tin,, rather
than to start all over again from scratch_

This does not moan that only surface
change will result. It means Chat a
clearer distinction will bo made between
long range strategies and short range
tactics.

Similarly, curricula committees
would realize the need to revise yearly
rather than merely conducting self-
studies every lialf dozen years or so.

A typical example: Rather tha-
completely revamp the curriculum when a
new process is developed, it would be
possible to pinpoint all those objectives
which invelvod the now outmoded procedure.
Each of these goals would be modified in
such a way as to incorporate new tech
technological advances. In this way,
classroom instruction would be kept
up-to-date.



Module Tnstvpd of S, 17

In the middle the typical
rriculUm was conceivcd in terms of a

year's work. .In the 10Le lUgits, the
typical program was broken down into
an assembly of one semester or two
semester courses, each of which
contributed to the desired end-product.

Sometimes, a ono-semester course
covers more subject matter and objectiNes
of a particular student. The trainee
finds himself: in the situation of
being obliged to tribe an entire ono
semester cour8o when all he really
needs is the-mastery of a f-dozen
related performance objectives.

It is not always easy to ,Tocify
how much of a eoure a studc:pt ireda
to be ready for entry-lewl cmploymont.

, One form. of develolAng these specifications
is known by the name of "performnnce
objecLivcs," When a group of rcdzited
_rformonoo objec1ive:8 are grouped
gether in instructional unit, a "module

cmcrp;cs. At; scif:stnndihs 1loe1:5, modulc_:s
provide P flexibility neee8ary to prepare
students for more precise career ladders.

A typical cxmple: Students who
will need only two or three basic weldi g
skills have often hod to obtain them in
the past by taking a one or a two
semester welding course. Rather than be
forced into a situation where lack of

, motivation could lead Lo discipline or
, learning difficulties, a thirty hour
qelding module spread out over a six week

- :period could do a better job. TheP
particular welding skills, machine skills,

t; or the like needed for performance in a
particular field would be identified and
taught in a concentrated minicourse. ItK

7ould not be necessary to take full
courses in each of these areas.
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A curr culum spelled out in terms of
performance objectives would be able to
draw upon han%s of correlated test items
developed and pooled by schools and
teachers with similar goals.

In the caSc of strictly local goals,
the school staff would be able to spend
more time constructing test items
designed solely to measure local goals.
Since each of these newly constructed
items would be attached Lo n specific
instructional objective, each student
could receive more than a total test.
EaCh trainee could be able to obtain a

profile and a detailed analysis of
strengths and weaknesses.

A typical situation: A teacner of
Auto Mechanics would obtain 60'4 of his
test items from other schools covering
the same general goals. 307, of his teaL
items measuring local goals would he
soloctecl from local files. 10Y. would
be constructed by him to measure h:Ls
own individual classroom objectives
introducd for the flAst time during
the current school year.

Articulation and Feedback BetwL n Schools

Simil r prograMs teaching the same
performance objectivQ.s in different
schools sometimes have different nom:2
Similarly named programs in different
schools are often quite different when
attention is focused on performance
objectives actually taught and evaluated_
In other words, course names do not
always provide a good starting place
from which tow or more tc!achers can star
comparing notes.

Real feedback and program improvement
will be more likely to occur when course
objectives rather than course names are
used as the basis of comparison. In this
way, schools could help one another.

A typical example: Teachers of the
same course could spell out their
principal instructional blocks. These
could be further subdivided into units.
Once the contents of each unit are
spelled out in terms of student skills,
comparlson would be much easier.



curricu

Some schoNls el Li not consider
requests to I ilL lociuro no,,: curricula

_unless these propoed curricula are
spelled out in performance objective
format. There are several reasons for
-this procedure.

This makes it easier to _id

unnecessary duplication. It also a -oids
ambiguity about exactly IAlat is being
added to the curriculum. IL enables

, members of various specieltios to
consult interdepartmntally. This in
turn fosters an interdiscipli-ary

, approach.

A typical rc .ch: When
tochr!olcvy proroms are spclied out

in unz_lcrovial.Jle and notp---N,(Thnicni

it is possible for exli.11.12,

departments to interface with tbe naw
courses iR 1 cooperati-ve and mutually
benoficial fashion. If curriculum
additions had been prosel)ted in jarp-ul,
such collaboration would have been less
likely to occur,

Course Prerennisite

Traditionally, course prerequisites
have been expressed in terms of courses or
course numbers that, must be taken before

particular course.

It sometimes happens that students
who babe taken a particular course do

f, not have all the specific skills needed
[ for the next course in sequence.

To prevent this, some schools are
spelling out prerequisites in terms of
specific performance objectives to be met
rather than in terms of course numbers.

A typical example: Rather than demand
uccessful completion of Typing I

before allowing.a student to take Typing
II, it would be possible to specify in each
local situation exactly how many words
minute the student must be able to type
.before being admitted to the next course
in sequence.

Such a change could have numerous
repercussions on the building of career
programs and course options since the
danger of needless duplication is
greatly reduced by precise terminology.

Validation

Hunches and sor ndipity play a
role in tcaching as in every other
arca of human activity. When one trios
to develop a scientific approach to
determine the validity or approiateness
of a particular mthod relying on one's
innor.'fe lings is not scientifically
enough.

One of the largest difficulties of
validating innovative teaching methods
is that the unforeseen results of
instruction can SOMQ12i1000 outnumber the
proplanned objectives. Such a situation
is more like on exploratory investiotion
than a validity study. After sufficient
b)olinstormin and creative discovery, the
Limo comes nh Li it is nocessary to ciu=:ck
out insights and intuit:;.on to verify their
ofi:ectiveneas in educational setting.

Rigorously dejFined, validity means
that a partenlor method or technique
hos objective evidcnce that lintzs it
with the attainm,.?.nt of a particular gaol
Validity does not moan that a panacea hos
been disc.overed which works equally well
wiLh a broad spectrum of objectives.

A typical result: When objectives
e spelled out in performance terms, the

results of muthodoloi;icl analysis will
center on finding which means work more
effectively in attaining certain highly
specified goals'. There will be no
attempt to find methods which will "work"
with any or all goals; there will be no
attempt to find ways to "motivate" all
students regardless of ability or
personality to make progress towards vague
general goals.

Similarly, when the desired goal is
the exploration of the unexpected, ways
will be found to achieve this global
shotgun objective which has been defined.
Along with the goal, definite criteria
of brainstorming such as heterogeneity of
.sponse, freedom of expression, and

attentive listening will be specified;
no room will be left for the possibility
of trying to measure creativity by tests
which do not go beyond memory and recall.



Once a teachin-loarning media has
been found to improve learning, as
measured by hard (Leta raLtr than by
teacIc'r-uo it
would seem iikcly that even the most
cost-conscious school hoard would
approve appropriations that yield a
higher amount of loarninl! per dollar
in less Limo.

This is a simple application of
the current 8tresS on accountability.

A typical example: J?iid5rv bodies
aru notoriously slow to approve "lump
sumn" even for the most worthy of
goals. When teachilv c%penses
justified in terms of "what students
can now do as a result of instruction,"
it becomes ebsier to understand the
consequences of approving or disapproving
a line item on o school budget

It would not bo inconceivable that
the conoequencos of not funding a particular
objective could be demonstrated to e cven
more expensive in terms of wastud potential
human develer,mont.

Supnort7 lioyond Tel:Lhooks

Once commercial textbook and media
producers arc informed of whet is needed,
they will be quick to solve the media
support needs of those performance
objectives having the widest market appeal.

It is anticipated that a very practical
and irapiifiud coding system will be
developed to t 11 teachers at a glance
what is availa le to make their teaching
more effective.

A typical example: A teacher of
auto mechanics (A-MECH) to students of
average (AVER) ability who is beginning
a unit on engine (ENG) inspection (INSPECT),
will simply print the following on a
computer card: "A-MECH, AVER, ENG,
INSPECT, LIST, PRICES." LIST tells the
company that he wants a computer print-out
list of available materials. 1'u:7,E tells
the company that he wants an itemized
price list for appropriate materials
helpful to teach this unit.

c I 7.;cdin Lylaortl

The school library and the local
audio-,Jisual dep6rtment: will be helped
by such classification systems. They
will be able to ich..ntify literature and
periodical needs more precisely. in
situAtions where the budgct is Light,
the number of students pursuing a

particular objective will be able to
be taken into account when allocating
funds for new items.

.Many-of the locally taught course
objectives will be backed up by media
commercially available. This will leave
the local media staff with more time and
money to devote c>:clusively to mooting
local-nceds. They will not have to
duplicate areas that can be handled more
economically by larger production t ams.

A typical example: RaLlier then
spend a vast amount of time preparing
slides and visuals for those sections
of the agriculture course which are
taught in many ether centers, the local
media staff can concentrate on turning
out visual aids and documentatien which
stress do!nandfl. is. thc

objetives which might be taught only
in one arca of a county, this could
represent amdio-vinual aids and support
for objectives that might otherwise be
overloolcecl.

lndivIdual i7 d Instruction

Once the curriculum is thought out
in terms of perfolmanee objectiws arid
capabilities instead of in terms of
courses, the high school counselor is
in a position to allow for individual
differences by the flexibility permitted
after the achievement of each objective.

A typical benefit: When such a
redesign is complete, it would be
possible for a student to learn at a

rate that maximizes the benefits of
instruction because it takes into
account the learner's most effective
style of learning. Teachers have long
sought such approaches which deliver
tailor-made instruction. A systems
approach is one way to get this
cherished goal.



EDUCAT-10:;.', TE=Lo

A typical rnis.:ipplic.nr ion ef thc

.concept of educational tcchnolou has
resulted from equating technoloy with
audio-visual aids. Distortions arise.
-because this type of interpretation
:tends to think too much of technology as
equipment.

A more scientific concept of
.technolou goes beyond the hardware
level in education the com2loment of
hardware is not software so much as it
is "brainwaro." Drain-power in educational
.technology goes beyorr=1 the individual
:teacher teaching alone, isolated in his
or her classroom and unassisted with toels
:beyond textbooks and chalkboards..

New methods of education have to be
;backed lip 'wail nc, technoloical advances
:on a level higher Chan physical equipment.
'Such things as team tenchLng, modular

truction, and the open classroom
ould be preceived ns technolo icc l

, advances. This perspective goes beyond
' tho 7,adget level.

This step is logical OuiCcs course
E.,,oals have been spollcld out in per ±OruiJUCe

0:erms. When tuchnology enters the
performanco scene, diverse roles emerge
as a part of a system where everyone does
his part and where a group of people
fulfilling different roles work together
for a common goal.

Such an approach is particularly
advantageous to the school system that
starts functioning as a system rather

t than as autonomous units unaware of
what the others are doing. On a broader
scale, such a systems approach could

:conceivably develop cooperation and
fliutually beneficial feedback beteen all
the school systems in an area, in a
state and eventually in a collection of
noighbori g statos,

INDIVTDUALI%ED TEAOHir

Much stress has buon givl to tie
individunl student curriculum. Such an
approach 1J; based upon the simple
acknowlegimunt that each individunl
studi2nt learns in a difi7ercr,t fashion.
Ono of the reasons such an approach to
parsonalbLed learninp, hos not always .

succeeded as e%pectod has boon
obvious fact that differences in
individual teachers have not alwas
been recognizcd iu terms of teacher
function, teaching load, and personal
teaching style. In other words, all
tcachors wore considerod to be practica ly
identical in their teaching style and
capabilities, the only difference being
subject matter.

Individualized teaching is an
-tempt to recognize that tc,achers as

well ot students have their own individual
approaches. Some teachers are good at
lecturing to a very large group and ean
use their somi-chnristie spent:in5
ability to present basic subject Intter.
Other teachers function (,:fLeci'Avely only
in small groups where their personal
CoraaCt enablos them to achieve many
worthwhile educationl 2,oals. Other
teachers who have not hen particularly
effective in the iustructional aspect of
teaching have developed groat competencies
in such thiiiigs as test construction and
gradin3.

Once in a while, one meots a teacher
who combines all three of those above roles
and abilities in one person. This is rare
in spite of the fact that the typical
classroom sometimes seems to be based upon
the assumption that all teachers can
function equally well in all three of the
above roles.

Individualized teaching simply means
that differences between teachers are
recognized when a teacher is assigned.
Much more than subject matter must be
considered in such a way that teachers
are assigned to tasks according to their
profess.lonal skills and accomplishments.
A clear statement of course goals in
performance terms will go a long way
towards ascertaining th-, teaching styles
of individual teachers.



PERSMOTIVE: Po5sLh1L pis_tortion of Performance Obiect_iN__s

and su.20(-r;tions on How
, These Objectives Properly

When an educator starts asking two question_,

"Why should I write performance obje tives?" and

o "My don't the objectives 1 write work as w-11 as
expect?",

consideration as to the use and misuse of performance and behavioral objectives has

begun.



The format used below to answer these quest ons is divided into two columns:

(1) the possible distortions that can arise from a misinterpretation
of the nature of performance or behavioral objectives , and

the corro perspective necessary tO remedy these misipp1icationS .

of these sections is ba _d upon practical difficulties encountered when

individual teachers started to write and

1. Bella jor

Since behavior here means observab.
results of learninc it is possible to
fall into the trnp of measuring only
easily evaluated performance.

stematie performance objectives.

Advocates of criterioteforenced
objectives reco,<,,hize that not all
lonp,-term affective rInd conitive goals
can be easily measured objectively.

This still loaves open zhe possibility
of improving evaluative int;trumentS bv
explicitly employing concrete languaAe to
'state what is nic_141111: by a particular goal.

All this goes back to the definition
of a performance objective wMch is a
statement of an education goal which tries
to answer three questions:

Exactly what is it that one wants
students to do or perform or
achieve as aa instructional out me?

o What materials and 'what procedures
will best help the student to
attain this chosen objective?

What criteria will reveal when
students are performing
successfully:



Possible us

2. M c Meaningful
Statement of Coals

Performance objectives strive to
express in clear and uncomplicated language
the desired outcome of an educational
process.

Sometimes, this is done in ,-, fashion
that discourages evTloration of a variety
(=_) ways to achieve this specified result.

Sometimes, this is done in a way
that forgets that certain methods are
simply not acceptable socially or
economically.

3. Limited Morizo

Once a goal is clearly thought out,
whether it stresses minimum or maximum
performance, it is possible to take it
as the only norm of excellence. Other
worthwhile but unwritten goals could
be overlooked or neglected.

In an atmosphere that would stres
competition and cost-cutting more than
unlimited human development, it is
possible to develop the attitude that
supplementary and less visible.goals
can be safely overlooked since they
are not as clearly observable as other
fore basic goals.

Corrective Pers_pe 3 ye

Such things as sample teaching
procedures and sample test items arc
merely offered as examples of how to
achieve a goal and how to know when one
has achieved it. They are illustrative
examples of goals and typical criteria;
they are not ukas s

Goals shoul, be specified. once a
teacher's goals are known, he can be
judr;ed solo)y on the success he has in
achieving clearly spelled out objectives.
Questions of philoophy, methods, snd
personality are seldonm as observable
as the results of good solid instruction.

It must be remembered that merely
statinE; a vague objoctivt in perfo-rmanee
objective telms does not do away with
the necessit:y to make philosophical
judgments or reascnable cost analyses.

Properly understood, the function
of performance objectives is to stress
the main measurable goals of an
educational program. Once these basic
goals nre attained, students will be
properly prepared to go on to other
worthy goals that could be of a less
tangible nature.

The most visible goals of a program
do not always contain all desired
educational results To think so would
be to pretend that placing a match under
a room thermostat is equivalent to
providing adequate temperature control.

In weight control, the scale is an
.obj,ctive measure of loss or gain, but
.it werlooks the valuable areas of
nutrition and balanced diet. The goal
of personal development is difficult to

measure. This does not meant that it
should be overlooked.



f

Possi hlt istortipns

4. TLmeCOnSUm1ng

Ac]nal data checks of writers of
performance ohjectiveEl in local
educational agencies reveal that some
teachers have spent more Lime
objectives than actually teaching them.

Their time and efforts could be
spent for more p:-rmcticai educational
activities.

IJuplientic
Eff -t

It is cone ivable that teachers in
separate schools vill spend much time
writing the very same objectives in the
same format.

If this process 5_, -epeated over
and over again, needless duplication
results.
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This suggestion, laudable as it may
he from a research point of view, misses
the point behind pei:iormance objectives.

Translating a rriculhm into
performance objectives is not so much
a construction process aS a selection
'recess.

Once a bank of objectives is
constructed, the teacher will he able
to select Lpprepriate objectives and
to write from scratch thoso needed for
llcal curriculum adaptations.

Dien before this bank Ts available,
'a function of the teacher is to select
whet is most important among the terminal
behaviors or performances he wants his
students to possoss, H,2 is not expecLecl

to spend most of his time writing.

Duplication can be prevented by
the nature of the feedback built into
a computerf4cd system:

feedback of the instructor's
course objectives codified end
.classified

feedback of related course
objectives from other
instructors and other schools
similarly refc_reneed

feedback of objectives from
courses with similar names,
similar students, similar grade
levels, and other helpful
variables.

After a. teacher has chosen objecti
that have been codified into the system,
it will be possible to retrieve teaching
materials and testing items developed
by other teachers teaching the same or
similar objuctives. This look at what
others are doing should foster a fresh
approach to teaching.



Possible Dist rti(

Centralization

It is u:sy Lu mag;.nc a tesch

hccoitiii in iT Ja d by what the m _ty

of conlreres ore doirz in the sr rees.

This could lead un t 11Yly to a

centralization more ponetratin and morn
r5gid than any ever achieved by
admiistrz. fiats.

Papev...ork and

Window-Dressing

Once a person has an answer to a
previously &inansuerahlc problem, it is
posslble'to Lake the result of his
challenging encounter and turn it into
a technique that can be cosily initated
even by people who don't undostend it.
This is how utlsapplicacions occur.

Simply re-writing objectives in
'performance obiocCive 1:erminology is
.not: the same as re-thinking exactly
what it is that one wishes to teach.

Corrective Per-I
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ctive

Such abn,_ is alw(),, possible. On

the other hand, much wasted effort results
when a i=pod teaching approach or test
item developed by onn teacher f;oos
unpublicizod and unused by ether t (Mors.

Practical classroom dicoveries arc
quite spccific and often on a low level
of Lonorality. It happens that, unless
such methods are tied to a specific
objective, whet works for one teacher
will not work for another who has
slichtly different coals in mind.

With a centralised classification
system, it is possible to pinpoint what
works and what do,-.f.n't work to achieve

highly particularjzed objective.
Teachers ci-01 siu.re ideels with ol-,e

another even 'tdien they ermnot clwnys
generalike to other Loals.

By filling in the numbers, it is
possible for someone with no art trainin
to renroduce the Nona Lisa. This example
make it easy to see Chat there is oiCen
more to art education than merely the
finishod product

A properly constructed curriculum
expressed in performance objective terms
can enable an instructor to benefit from
many advantages:

clarification of his goals
and how he can evaluate them

examination of the values
upon which he chose present
course objectives

presentation of goals to
students in a form they c n
more readily understand



Too Much Detail and
Not Enough Decision

In spelling otst the desired
outcomes of instruction, it easy

to get overl concerned v:ith details
and to forget essential

IL is essy to oc into a routine
stresser; only those thr,-;s \dlich

3cm2n-:1 jJ atc attcutori atIch as
tests and report cords \7hile for.i!,etting,

other moro iortaut thin:;$ such as
lesson planning and student motivatio,

9. Too Much Classifieativa

For effecti\- retrieval and us1.1
performance objectives put into a
computer require systematic codification
and classification.

For the busy teacher or administrator
who is thinking only in terms of local
needs, much of this can seem like a
waste of time.
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Cor_rec tire Per,-)octive

No system is perfect. Every ap--)r Ich

can become Lutdated and perfunctory,

A system of performance objectives
can contributc: to the elimination of
unnecessary ter,cher activity:

identical objectives that appear
in tuo or more cc,urses can be
eliminated; this will demand a
doeisii)a. upon where the ,i!pal is

more appropriate

The construction of examinations,
whether on n unit or en a terminal
level, will be simpl±ficd instead

of writin all the test quetiono,
the teacher will decide whi.ch of

available tesi; itoms bust
measure eactly what he is try,ng
to get across in his techi.ng

When stu8ents learn of coll.rse
0al5 in terms students can
viouohisc thcy he able to
reall'4e how the objectives
chosen by their teacher actually
ieo t theii needs.

Basicall. any taxonomy clssifieation
has both a theoretical and a practical
value for educators.

Theoretically, it places a particular
objective in perspective and helps to
anticipate difficulties which mi6ht arise
when an idea is put into practice.

Practically, classification systems
serve many purposes. Complex classifica-
tions based upon prerequisite physical
skills and coordination necessary for a
particular job rcKluire much time. This

coding task makes more sense vhen one
realizeS j)ow invaluable this would be
.in occupational counseling for the
handicapped.



Possible ni rtiow

10. Tnd ritE;

Correlated readings, visual aids,
n.qching manualE., and test questions
ave been atound for a long time
owcver, the avcrae teacher who tries
use thum in his course sometimes

Inds that a film or a visual aid is
asuitable for him or for his students
ven though it worked for another
2nchcr.

Thin does not mean that the fiIm
s useless or that ono teacher is right
ld the othr is wrong. It does indicate
i!at both teachers hav.-2 similar general
Jjectivnu which are quite different
ann onn tnts down to specifics.

11. Educa ional Techn.logy

Many rr- succeed with large
coup instruction. Thoy give well
ceparcd lectures that challenge and-
aform the student audience.

When such teachers start to think
a terms of performance objectives,
ley find that such considerations as
Aio-visual aids, test items,
)servable behavior, and criterion-
Aerence instruction are much too
?chnical for them. These aren't
leir fields of expertise.

. When the computer enters the
Lassroom scone, theso teachers ask
lemelves the identity question:
%111 T. a teacher or an engineer?"

Co rr (717 Fcrsect_.,

Clas gen codes will pw ke It
cosier to get a better fit.

It's a lot like bu a shirt.
Instead of spec:ifyinc a large collar
with very long sleeves, this system
wouLl offer Mere precise choices and
combinations: e,g. coil= size, 14,
15, 16, 17, or 18, with n choice of
sleeves from 33, 34, 35, or maybe
Not all students are the saro, but
conceivbly most r,tudents would get
the sal[r 2. style shirt in his own
individual sie combination. This
is a close analoy to the individual
zation availnhle from performance
ubjnetives.

To work, a classification system
must zero in on a p;cneral erea. It

must also he codified in a vny that
will cotrelate ith differences in
teaching approaches, learl'ins
and local circumbtrinces. A strictly
general classification would probably
not be specific onon0 for nffective
indivIduaI applications.

This is a quite natural situation.
It opens the door for drastic innevntion
in the classroom. Rather than expecting
the toaciler to be a jack-of-all-tredes,
an integrated system involving perfolmance
objectives will require a team approach.

Common senses and logic makes it
obviouS that certain teachers excel in
One or More teaching activities. Similarly

raprofessional staff members are also
a valuable part of the teaching-learning
team.

A teacher w can do nothing but
lecture will not be left off the team.
Such a teacher will have even more time
to prepare intellectually stimulatin
lectures since someone else will take

care Of tests, grades, and technology.



Possible bis1:ort17_ons

12. Accoun tability

Teacherf3 ha 11,(:,ht for quality

instruction r!gardless of its cost.

Once a costarialyni ir perforiicd

with the iii of perforrc,ance objec tivcs,

it is easy Lo 5iaain tptinns whore
economy and not effectiveness becomes

'the dominani', considoration.

13. Pcadcinic Fructdom

Teachers have tr, itionally demanded
the libero, to curesi 4. their academically
honest viewpoints based upon solid
intellectual scholarship.

It is conceivable that-once
performance objectives become a
dominant factor in the curriculum
thnt this form of toachr powcr wili
be subject to a 'number of pressures
that will militate 'against controversini
or innovative individuals engaged in
teaching.

Corroct5vo

Cost is
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easily identifiable
factor in the variables of accountability.

Accountab i.].itv coes into other areas

collengue evaluation, shared deciions
more effective use of a tenchor's
indIvJduoi taIeitc.s and workinL; hours, and
more 61versc definitions of what it means
to be a "teLcher."

The emphasis in accountability goes
beyond coot. It asks the qurIption, "Who
is responaible for these .ults or lack
of results?"

This is immediately followed by
another questi.,n: "what can be done to
improve the sit:dation?" The auswor to
this question can rusult in perfor=co
objectives.

Academic freedom is not littacked

by performance objectives. Asking a
teacher to present his objectives in
performance objective terms is
same as telling en individuol teacher
that he is not allowed to present
certain intellectual position.

Performance objectives etc intended
to make,a teacher intellectually more
honest by making his goAls intellectually
more understandable. An export in
performalice objectives avoids saying he
is trying to "eschew verbal prolixity
and obfuscation," Ha will say he is
"trying to avoid vague and unclear words
not understood by the man in the street."

Performance objectives force a
teacher to distinguish clearly betwoen
presenting a personal vicpoint and
proselytizing,



Po51a.ihlo tic 1

Autonomy

When goals are spelled out in
3verydny langungo, Lt a ohvious t.t.t

they will ha understood by a broad
5pectru5.1 of people. Nary of: these

;All rot e-v;perts i ar:icular
lomair,

People fel f=rce to eriCicice
,:hat tb-.:v think tIly uy,:iersteni. It

is conceivnble that nnry non-fJp&!cialistz?
stnrt looking over th-3 shoulder

thc specialist with sugust and

recor4:::endntios,

This could begin to iseaiblc
3itcntion whre "too mny cool:s spoil
the both.."

15. Sucoess

Wit traditional formulation of
goals, even the most severe uvaluation
All not condemn a project because it
das not as successful as anticipated.

A pro:;rom which may appear to be
insoceessfol can be esteemed in _

)2 the academic coTmunity. An example
,muld be a :Alccess;fully reviewed play
Mich becomes a financial "flop."

With thu introduction of easily
observable performance objectives, it
is quite simple for the ordinary man
to mahe his evaluation without any
need for scholarly credentials. It

can be asked whether or not this will
take evaluation out of the hands of the
experts and place it in the hands of
the man on the street.

C.
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1).-vs,)octive

Performance oblectives do not dostr
autonomy of on L-!duetor. Thay mahl2

him begin thinUng o hou to integrate his
vAs rind efforts into the mainstre:Im of
society. Society will not necessarily
force him to change his objectives, but
it does demnd that he clearly label
them

This probly become a reality
once objecti,,es LIe stripped of a SO/WL-
myElticol lan2uo2c,..

In the very pracCicl illatter of
pi:ogrnm pregrcms which are
clearly stated and which. r:nke F,:oncie to

a practical riirded though hard-noscd
individual will lv:ve nothing to 'fear.

Even .t.he best edneationcil prog-,:mm

will not achieve all of its concisely
stated porfoimnce objectives. If none
of them were achieved, this does not
mean that the program is no good and has
to be abandoned. It does mean that
SUCQC:ss or failure goes beyond what can
be specifically defined.

If success has been attained, more
all inclusive goals can then be proposed.

If a.eettain amount of failure is
present, tho conclusion should be "These
particulars must 1)0 improved" and not
"The entire program is wo7:thless." It

might be a refreshing change of
atmosphere to have projects that neoded
other remedies rather than "more money."

The n 1 in the street who pays
t.axes should understand where his tax
dollar goes. his might make him'less
reluctant to approve budget increases.
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16. Tenure

Teacher performance can be thou it

of in terms of student s

achievement rather tha in terms of
devees al-Y' faculty tenure. It is

coiiceiv )1e to think of situations

wherein tuce tradticsal nccael,o_r:
rdr Licl il 1 heeo,:e )ecu prominent:

in teacher e.cssmeet,

This could have repercussions on
faculties and 5chools

It is easy to think nf situstions
whcrein an untenured te.aci,ef miht
outperform n tonured foulty member.
Then the eivef,Ition would arise: 'Who
should be depal:tment chairman or
supervisor7"

17. Intangibles:
tra,,-;oe but WA.uble als

An educatrr open to a humanistic
value system -will often find himself
short of adequate descriptors when it
comes to putting his goals down on
paper.

It's not that his goals are unreal
and ethereA.. It's rather a question of
certain ideals that cannot always be
adeuqately captured in scientific prose.
There is also a certain amount of
subjectivity that legitimately deserves
a place in education even though it
cannto be counted, measured, and
parceled out in neat and precise
formulas.

-Such aft educator would sacis in a

precarious position if onlY highly
visible and measurable goals were in
vogue.

Correct rs-cv
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.orformance o jccLi7US are more
than a mensuremc-nt of whom to retain or
to dismiss among the Leaching staff.

A good teacher would not have to
worry about unfoaacd eriticii:m or
alsou4:. slaining or losing favor since he
would have objective evidence in
estahlJshing the fact that ilk. c1a8s-
room performance is up to nr shove
minimum standards.

An ineffective teacher would not
'necessarily be f5reL he:cause Ii wi3s

below acceptahlo standards in two or
three )7,avi::ormance areas. Rathcr than
receive a viiT,,ue voisotisfactory ratinr
he would be tolld of specific needed
improvements, He could thci Le

retrtined in clearly definaLi areas,.

It is not the purpose of perfo -ra nee
objectives to dc-humani'oo education,

The purpose of performance objectivRs
is to render on educator's objectives
understandable to a broader spectrum of
humanity some of whom are more or less
talented in abstract verbalUntion.

Any educator with vacue but valuable
objectives will find himself challenged
in the necessary process of interpreting
his objectives to his audience.

Many a teacher sincerely believes
his goals are on the understanding ond
value levels. At the same time, he uses
memory questions as his only measurement
criteria for such mndane things as
grades. He needs help to admit and to
remedy this di5;erepancy.

no can be helped to search out
valid measures of high level cognitive
and 'affective chatu;es which are not usually
measured by multiple choice test it
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18. Minimum Visl n

One of the advantages of a
.performanee objective is that it

sots up a minimum achievement that

can be achieved step-by step.

One of the disadvantages of

setting up a minimum is :Alat by
routine and inertia, it can become
the accepted norm of excellence.

Once the minimnla haa bn,n
it is eosier to step striving and to
be cenent with doing nothing wire.

Both f the teacher And for

:
the StUdent , this would be a sad

!
statc of aHn',;!rs. it would
the gifted to the same level of
performance es the average or
ht!lt-Y1.,?-rzviaro.

19. Contrac

Signin, a teaching contract
involves several steps. A teachor
applies for a job. The local educa-
tional agency sits down end evaluates
his credentials and exporience. If

the teacher,isdeemed qualified, he
is hired. The administration places
its confidence in him and gives him

a teaching assignment, After that,

he is presumed capable of deciding
what and how he will teach.

Performance objectives seem to
t up different priorities There is

a wider area of decision makinn. Such

things as detailed curricula test items,

and criteria of success are oaen themselves

.the subject or: negotiations. With all
these lc;,,alities, it would sQem that a

certain amount of legal Lroining would
come to be considered more vaLuable than
pedagogical skills.

Corr.

1,1Anim,Im uerferma_ce obje
not the only criteria of success or
achievoment. After one's bunner is
assuaecl, there is alt:Ays plenty of
room for dessLIrt. Succe.:3s does not

exclude iurther success .

are

Tue oncept of a performnce
objective on an elementary level does
convey the idea that even the most
sevnrlv disadvantred, handicaTed, or
unskilled trainee cr student can do

somethins. They are not doot,cd to
mediocrity simply because they are
not on the gifted .level.

The job of the tecohnr is to
chall,en;;e 11S stOents without dis-
couraing or coddlin them. If hct

finds that a particular student has
achivvd the bare minimum with lintle
or no effort, then the job of the

professional t-,?r is to provide
goals nn 'motivation that will
stimulate the student or trainoe
to greater ,11ccem.cn

As real ns this objection is, it
probably applies more to performance
contracting thou to performance objectives.

It does point out that the two a-
are related. Before an educator oa
begin to guarantee results from his
teaching, it is necesfaty to L;pell out
these results in terms that can be
understood by all parties concerned.

When a pot. son buys a product in a
store, he wants a certain guarantee that
it will do what it claims.

Certainly, a cimilar situation exists

in,education. People want to have some
guarantee that the school will deliver
as it promises.-

Performalce objectives simply spell
out what the teacher is tryih to do.

Once this is clear, other educational



20. W -r,

Workii urn, the nine to fivc
day seem to ho part of society_ The
school is no ur.ception, There arc clearly
stated timo.s of attendance and -vacation:
onu foi learnin, the other for resting.

With performance objectives all
this could possibly change.

21. 0-Laminations

There do exist certain systems of
education whore the critc77ia of success is
defined a successful examination-taking.

In such situations, the students
reoli4c that their academic credentials
are concerned only with grades on a
final exam, whether written or oral.
Such syst:ems hove been in force for a
number of years. As a matter of fncc
the disadvantages of such a method have
inspired many of the features of modern
'classroom instruction as they exist in
the United States.

Students are ordinarily taught
nowadays that there arc many other
things that are important to an
educated person even though they
don'l: appear on the final exam.

-44-

There is th ia this occt
This sflc:e phonoeoos ic hoH-nnily

Lhe Lch-Ael as c;n1 he ;;cen frcm
the emergin t). the 4-(.1.- week.

Behoolirq; is thought of in terms
of what one has learned rather than in
tel of what oue has done in order to
learn. It is possible that individual
teachers and students will JAnd that
they function better outside of the
traditional school and timetable.

Thia is not the point in question.
Performance objectives ere concerned
with the task one is trying to do, not
with the methads individaully cbeen to
achieve thcso goals. In this way,
education will he seen as an adventure
and not as a confinesmont inside a
school buildin for a certain nmo it
of time each day.

. The traditional way of hcc1mi1i z
track of school attendance is less
important than what is learned,

The entire issue of the educational
worth of examinations is a complex problem.
It is rendered even more complicated when
one recallS that the reStats of examinatien
arc attached to such units as Stenography
I, Business II, or Auto Mechanics III.

Each dd.scriptor falls far shoit of
definincz definite subject mattirc
competencies or specific marketable
entry level ski ls.

Performanc ohlectives do not offer
a panacea for this problem, hut they do
try to develop descriptors that tell
precisely what a person will be able te
do as a result of passing a particular
examination item.

It is a lot easier to verify
s iething a person can see than to
speculate whether or not a person
knows or.understands something.
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